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LETTER FROM THE HOST
THANK YOU FOR TRAILBLAZING WITH US!

Dear Agile Open Florida Attendees,
This year's Agile Open Florida is inspiring for me as we have a wide variety of agilists attending.
Some are still new to agile. Some have many years of experience. Some have actually helped
steer the course of the agile community.
But even more important is our theme "Beyond Agile". It is more timely than ever considering
the times we live in. We face an era of division and challenge. We have ideological divisions
within the agile community on what is the "best approach" for a team or an organization to
improve and to scale. We have political divisions at all levels of government. We even have
economic divisions within our culture that are
becoming wider.
As if that were not enough, we also face many other
challenges. Hackers stealing our information from
sources we've always trusted. Storms beyond our
imagination that have impacted family, friends and
neighbors. These challenges constantly remind us how
vulnerable we are and that our foundations may not
be all that stable.
However in the face of all this, we can take comfort
and find inspiration in our community and the agile
principles we try to live by every day: connection,
transparency, inspection of what is around us now,
adaptation to the current environment and the
surprising power of collaboration that can overcome
any challenge or outperform any plan. Open Space is
an ideal way also to help us deal with chaos and
complexity.
In this fourth year, I hope you find inspiration as I know I will to build bridges across divisions
and to help yourself and others overcome challenges and welcome opportunities as we go
“Beyond Agile” together.

Mark Kilby, co-founder Agile Florida

Open Space is deceptively simple and highly strategic.

Open Space generates interest and curiosity

No hesitation…
Attendees jump in to create the Agenda.

In a matter of minutes
We have a full agenda for the day
Nearly 60 topics generated leading
to more than 40 discussion groups

Video Link: bit.ly/aoflvideo2017
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TOPIC TITLE: THE INTROVERT'S SURVIVAL GUIDE TO AGILE

INITIATOR: JULEE BELLOMO
PARTICIPANTS:
Michelle Obama, Simon Stankevicius, Laura Menendez, Amanda Serrano, Caurie Waddell, Jody
Dattisman-Wagman, Jonathan Elbert, Elton Nix, Carolyn Haack, Sam Falco, Eric Casas, Farrah
Miller, Shelly Bishop, Chris Levine
DISCUSSIONS HIGHLIGHTS:
Introverts in an ecosystem defined by extroverts
- Self -Identified your introvert level, myths and myth busters, leadership in agile, actions for
solutions
Action Items:
- Create a balance
- Writing over speaking
- Solitude over action
- Restore self over bias to action
- Being useful over huggles
- Intellectual over social
Ideas:
- Potlucks instead of happy hours
- Create silence in meetings
- Allow space to think (ex: have a day with no meetings)
- Get permission to take breaks
- Brainwriting over brainstorming
Big take away:
- Balance action with thinking
- Check in on your self-bias towards labels
- Introverts should communicate and participate when needed, but provide time to restore
- Extroverts should find out how others want to work
- Ambiverts are in the middle
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TOPIC TITLE: AGILE TRANSFORMATION - CHALLENGES AND EXPERIENCES

INITIATOR: SWATI CHINTADA, PRASHANTH PRASANNATHIRTHA
PARTICIPANTS:
Jane Fox, Prachi Jain, Oral Ashley, Amit Bathia, Craig Johnson, Nicole Stuart, Susan Shapiro,
Cindy Coventry, Bennis Griffith, Albin Santiago, Cristina Lirano, Travis Thompson
DISCUSSIONS HIGHLIGHTS:
What are the challenges faced during waterfall to agile transformation?
o large organizations with traditional practices and culture
o service organization; not product oriented
Challenges:
o client expectation of quick turnaround as this is agile!
o lack of fully engaged product owner
o funding projects instead of people (or teams)
o multiple dependencies for large products
o managing work of shared services
Transformation approach
o cold turkey
needs support from top leadership
may cause lot of disruption at various levels
o incremental adoption
baby steps
build trust and people as part of transformation
start with hybrid approach
Some recommendations:
o use scaling approaches for collaboration if there are too many dependencies
o manage shared services work by adding their work in your product backlog
o engage QA sooner and make them part of team as soon as possible
o use agile for non-IT work in the organization. For ex - HT, Finance, Marketing etc
o use relevant metrics
to measure value delivered rather than how much work has been done
don't use metrics that would be counterproductive to team or overall org
o create safe environment to innovate, fail, speak-up
o create self organized teams
o documentation
move from outdated and out of sync documentation to living
documentation
move from hard to search project specific doc to product level
documentation
capture as much technical information and design decisions along with
code
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TOPIC TITLE: HOW TO KEEP KANBAN FROM FEELING WATERFALL?

INITIATOR: Beth Galambos
PARTICIPANTS:
Shannon Hausey, Abbie Field, Marilyn Brislin, Jakob Andersen, Wendy Culpepper, Karam
Labban, Rochit Gupta, Tracey Long, Laisa de Almeida, Chip Caddell, Alejandra Rodriguez, Jamie
Leatherman, Daniel Bridges, Lani McDaniel, Jamie Fulmino, Monica Hernandez
DISCUSSIONS HIGHLIGHTS:
Issue - Just moved from Scrum to Kanban for back end process team. Feels like it is more
Waterfall than Kanban. Collaboration is lacking between Devs and QA. QA is not very involved
in development discussions, and are hands off until tickets / stories are handed off for testing.
Currently doing weekly refinement sessions, bi-weekly demos, bi-weekly planning. Looking for
other ideas, guidance.

IDEAS FOR ACTION/NEXT STEPS:
QA Skillset - focus on technical skills needed, and ensure all have systems process
knowledge.
Have Devs do automation testing before passing off to QA to catch issues early.
QAs can lead story writing efforts / take ownership of work from start to finish (this
applies to all team members - Devs, QAs, SAs, etc.). This promotes leadership and
accountability.
Provide better training (agile, cross-team training, process, technical) for all team
members
Add review column to board prior to pulling it into "To-Do" to ensure it is ready to pull.
This will help with stop-starts. Stories should not be pulled in unless they are truly ready.
o Add comments (JIRA or other platform) with questions or to identify blockers
that need to be addressed prior to pulling work in.
o More detailed visibility on cycle time for readiness vs. just sitting in "To-Do".
Run a design sprint one sprint prior to development starting. This does not require the
entire team - you can get volunteers or have set "Readiness" team (tech lead/arch, lead
QA, product owner, SA...)
o Test case design (QA and Dev collaboration)
o Technical grooming
Use automation as much as possible
Establish strong processes and standards
o What is definition of done?
o What is definition of ready?
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Ladder of Leadership - use to identify red work (doing) vs. blue work (thinking) - coach
the team and empower them to take ownership and lead efforts. Change thinking to
"what do I intend to do" vs. "what will I be told / assigned to do".
Use WIP limits! Don't allow additional work to come into sprint / board without
assessing the committed work already in the queue, and making adjustments to retain
WIP limits. This is key to efficiency.
Don't allow one person to work on two (or more) tickets or stories at once. Stop starting
and start finishing.
Auto-rotate Scrum Master (shadowing) for new hires or struggling teams. For newbies:
o Sprint 1 (first two weeks) - Learning sprint.
o Sprint 2 - Active working sprint.
o Sprint 3 - Shadowing sprint. This is where the new hire (or assigned team
member) will shadow the Scrum Master, owning facilitation in meetings,
removing impediments and blockers, and serving as Product Owner in the demo
for that sprint. This process breaks psychological barriers and helps overcome
fears. Builds knowledge and promotes participation and ownership.
Use an on call schedule with specific owners (weekly or by sprint) to limit production
support disruptions to overall team. On call person will own vetting an issue and taking
it to product owner for prioritization.
Alignment - host a "dress rehearsal" meeting with Product Owner, Scrum Master and
Technical Architect/Lead to align on goals for refinement and planning prior to meeting
with the entire team.
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TOPIC TITLE: THE AGILE PMO: WHAT? WHY? HOW?

INITIATOR: CHRISTOPHER MARTINEZ
PARTICIPANTS:
Danielle Hinson, Dan Crowley, Connie Pope, Shelly Bishop, Kim Reynolds, Tina Misser, Chris
Grunsten, Kelley Watson, Marcia Frash, Lynn Flannery, Bill Somerville, Lemont Chambliss,
Suzanne Layman, Brian Attuso, Doug Almeida, Brad Silverman, Linda Cook, Donna Law, Chris
Teeples, Chase Holland, Eileen Cease, Timmayya Jojjavarapu
DISCUSSIONS HIGHLIGHTS:
The Traditional PMO *can* conflict with Agile, this is sometimes the "common knowledge".
However the Agile PMO can add value.
USF switched from a Project Management Office to a Portfolio Management Office. Integrates
with Agile Competency Center to champion/evangelize/coach Agile across the organization.
Works particularly with traditional, waterfall teams.
Traditional PMO roles, e.g. governance and metrics tracking, are still important functions, but
keep it lightweight, target metrics that truly measure customer received value.
Move away from prescriptive, strict rules organization. Facilitate, truly be a servant leadership
area for the organization. There can be tremendous value in communicating the organizations
strategic goals down to the teams and measuring their work against these goals.
GWC - Quick look at your teams/members, do they Get It, Want It, have the Capacity to do it.
Organic growth towards the *ideal* Agile PMO, the path can be different for every organization
but there can be best practices to work with.

IDEAS FOR ACTION/NEXT STEPS:

Agile PMO can work toward formation of true Scrum teams where they do not exist.
Can use well-targeted metrics to form and improve teams. The focus can be on a small
number of metrics that are most impactful for the business.
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TOPIC TITLE: SCRUM DISCOVERY

INITIATOR: ADAM ULERY / AGILE THOUGHT
PARTICIPANTS:
Alison Janke, Jill Wilson, Matt Warner, Dave Hall, Dominique McCarthy, Mark Cruz, Dottye
Stewart, Jennifer Maldonado, Steve Sladoje, Wendy Vigre, Bill Aikens, Tom Clemente, Ed
Brunner
DISCUSSIONS HIGHLIGHTS:
Adam started with a diagram and handed out sticky notes with various terms on them. They
were related to scrum roles, ceremonies (events), artifacts, and non-scrum terms.
Each person took turns placing a sticky note on the appropriate place on the diagram and
explained why they chose that spot. The next person could place their sticky note, or move a
note if they thought it was incorrectly placed.
Some things we discussed:
3 scrum roles:
Product Owner- owns Product Backlog and responsible for ROI
Scrum Master
Development Team
non-scrum roles:
Stakeholders-provide input to the PO
The Sprint is an event (FKA ceremony). So is sprint planning.
The Definition of Done is set by the development organization or team. It's the standard
of quality.
You don't have to use user stories in Scrum!
Another event is the daily scrum stand up. It's the opportunity to inspect and adapt on
the sprint goal.
Acceptance criteria is from the business perspective. The Definition of Done is from the
technical perspective.
The 3 pillars of the empirical process are transparency, adaptation, and inspection.
Scrum is built on the empirical process.
IDEAS FOR ACTION/NEXT STEPS:
This is a good exercise for established teams to reiterate principles.
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TOPIC TITLE: Getting Stakeholders Motivated

INITIATOR: Erik Tandberg
PARTICIPANTS:
Laura Menendez, Bill Aikens, Danielle Hinson, Ivan Vazquez, Daniel Hirschlein
DISCUSSIONS HIGHLIGHTS:
You can't make anyone do anything, you have to convince them they want to do
something
o Get them involved during Planning
Send an ambassador
o 1 on 1 to show what was built
o Understand their specific needs
o Be the one who is engaged and suffering with them
Convince people of the value, "Why are we doing this?"
Tell your stakeholders what qualities make someone a good stakeholder
o Availability
o Commitment
o Expertise
o Focus
o (F.A.C.E., just sayin')
Milestoneplanner.com is a useful tool
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TOPIC TITLE: HOW CAN WE HELP STAKEHOLDERS CHANGE GOALS AND PRODUCT
INITIATIVES TO BE MORE SUCCESSFUL?

INITIATOR: KEVIN TIGHE
PARTICIPANTS:
Erik Tandberg, ~10 USF People (go Bulls)
~other people (go team)
DISCUSSIONS HIGHLIGHTS:
1. Bi-weekly check in meeting in addition to review
1. Essentially a planning session
2. Stakeholder views board and makes priority decisions
3. Use lots of graphs, data, heatmaps
4. Try to stay high level
2. Never promise something
1. "This is something I have to take back to the team"
2. "I am not a developer"
3. The reality is that some things MUST be delivered by a deadline
4. Stakeholder: "It has to be perfect!!!!"
1. Get sign off on Definition of Done and Acceptance Criteria
2. Escalate to executives if necessary
3. Show the stakeholders the impact of the delays they are creating, use $$$$$
values
5. Instead of showing features, show the impact of features
1. How many people does this affect?
2. How much time is saved?
3. How much $$$?
6. "How do you stay connected with stakeholders and users?"
1. Bring a lower level, "boots on the ground" end user
2. In fact, have the PO shadow those people!!
7. How does a QA Dept fit in with an Agile team?
1. "We don't have a QA Dept" :(
2. Make the QA testers attend the review meetings. Succeed or fail together!
8. The Pizza Game (look it up and try it!)
9. "New stakeholder, what do I tell them? How to onboard?"
1. YouTube "Building the Bradley". Great tool, really teaches people about scope
creep
2. Judgment Juggler Game
10. Understand the cost of context switching, bad requirements
11. Do Empathy Mapping
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TOPIC TITLE: The Beautiful Partnership of the Product Owner and Scrum Master

INITIATOR: Beth Galambos (PO) and Jamie Leatherman (SM) with Healthesystems
PARTICIPANTS:
Jennifer Maldonado, Michael McGreevy, Bill Somerville, Becca Franklin, Matt Warner, Riccardo
Reimers, Tami Volkert, Dominique McCarthy, Connie Pope, Lauren Reid, Travis Thompson, Seth
Trainor, Daniel Bridges, Justin Hirota, Lani McDaniel, Lemont Chambliss, Albin Santiago,
Christopher Martinez, Amanda Ippolito
DISCUSSIONS HIGHLIGHTS:
Honesty and trust play big roles in having a good relationship
Feedback via the team goes to the Scrum Master to relay back to the PO
Oftentimes, SM and PO don't receive team feedback for each other in Retro. SM has
one-on-ones with each team member to uncover issues not discussed in Retro.
Remind team that PO is NOT their manager!
Both roles need to have empathy for the team members
SM and PO need to be in constant communication with each other. The two of them
should know things first and share them with each other first to be aligned - before
sharing with the team.
SM and PO must be on the same page - pace of work, leadership style, trust to do their
own jobs well, and so much more.
MUST respect and support each other
Both must enforce agile principles, team agreements and any 'rules' - everyone on the
team, including the SM and PO, must play by the rules.
Establish team agreements/guidelines and stick to them. Re-evaluate occasionally, and
especially when new members join the team.
IDEAS FOR ACTION/NEXT STEPS:
Consider centralized leadership for all POs and all SMs in an organization. Then the PO
manager and SM manager need to get aligned.
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TOPIC TITLE: Scrum Master's! What do they do after the "Stand -Up"?)

INITIATOR: Mark A. Cruz
PARTICIPANTS:
Yvette Krayer, Knud Hansen, Dave Hall, Kelley Watson, Stephanie Raffman, Timmayya
Jojjavarapu, Becky Hartman, Alison Janke, Gordon Ridge, Kate Leonardo, Eileen Cease,
Lynn Flannery, Rita Oglesby
DISCUSSIONS HIGHLIGHTS:
The group was a cross section of scrum masters, developers, QA and PO's. All participated
greatly and at the end of the session had a greater appreciation of the scrum master roles
and its responsibilities.
Scrum masters are servant leaders, Scrum masters use stand-up's to pull information if team is
on schedule, they draw out impediments from their scrum teams. They ask the difficult
questions to move the team forward. Scrum Masters work without judgment of their team
members, they find ways to help individuals & team to grow and be more successful. Scrum
Masters plan teams necessary activities such as backlog refinement sessions, prepare for scrum
events, facilitation of those events for the team. Scrum Master protects the team from outside
distractions. Scrum Masters are always working with Product Owners to prioritize and
understand business needs. Scrum Masters help the scrum team find dependencies with other
teams and facilitate planning sessions to coordinate solutions with those other teams. Scrum
Masters are always looking for ways to refine the process to help the team get greater
success. Scrum Masters use the retrospectives to improve, understand sprint failures and
celebrate their successes. Scrum Masters help incorporate new team members to help them fit
in to the team. The scrum master fosters communication within the team and provide a safe
space. Scrum Masters keep things on track and respects the teams time. Scrum Master
manages the scrum process.
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IDEAS FOR ACTION/NEXT STEPS:
Ask the group to read the 5 dysfunctions of a team. Have them take the 15 questions quiz and
facilitate a meeting, with the goal to build trust.
Do team building exercises to help the team get closer and build trust.
Research Scrum.org or Scrum Alliance for great blogs and helpful hints, like the 3 amigos.
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TOPIC TITLE: HAVING BUSINESS REPRESENTATIVE/USER AS PART OF SCRUM TEAM

INITIATOR: RUCHIR SHAH
PARTICIPANTS:
Caurie Waddell, Dennis Griffith, David Corbin, Tracey Long
DISCUSSIONS HIGHLIGHTS:
Dealing with change in expectations that business teams have as we transition from
Waterfall to Agile
Customer wants more self service
Developing better bonding between IT and business teams is key for realizing maximum
benefits from agile
At times, instead of trying convince business through internal channels, bring in external
consultants who can really push the envelope and highlight what is wrong and why we
should transition
IDEAS FOR ACTION/NEXT STEPS:
Instead of looking to make business part of scrum team, focus should be on more
engagement of business team with Scrum team
How:
Enforce: Stop working on next set of items if business doesn't engage and provide
feedback [hard way]
Sell: Help business look at their extra engagement as INVESTMENT for better BENEFITS
(in terms of cost, better understanding of systems, reduced turn around time etc)
Value: Encourage business by highlighting success of other teams, that are more
engaged, in delivering more value
Push: Bring in push from top of the organizational structure to adopt agile and engage
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TOPIC TITLE: DevOps

INITIATOR: Gary Hernon
PARTICIPANTS:
Thomas Banea, Jared Porcenaluk, Jennifer Mollitor, Sheetal Agashe, Knud Hansen, Justin Hirota,
Connie Pope, Monica Hernandez, Matt Warner, Gary Hernon
DISCUSSIONS HIGHLIGHTS:
To be agile there is a real need for continuous integration and deployment.
DevOps is a mentality, not a person
Feature toggle can be used to deploy small features until they can be turned on for a release.
Keep doing what is painful, until it is no longer painful.
Always be releasing!
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TOPIC TITLE: ANALYSTS IN AGILE

INITIATOR: JILL WILSON, HEALTHESYSTEMS
PARTICIPANTS:
Efrain, Jamie, Simon, Mariane, Jack, Brandon, Evy, Tina, Tabatha, Lani, Jonathan, Ed, Dan, Kevin,
Marilyn, Vanessa, Prachi, Jane, Kelley, Denise, Zach, Jill.

DISCUSSIONS HIGHLIGHTS:
Tell us what you, as an Analyst, do on your Agile team:
work closely with the Product Owner to gather requirements and write User Stories
work with Product Owner to review backlog
work ahead of the current Sprint to gather requirements for up to 3 sprints ahead
work with Stakeholders in answering questions
perform analysis as needed which may involve creating database queries and looking at
code
perform QA as needed
fill in as PO or SM as needed
perform data maintenance as needed
translate requirements to the development throughout the Sprint
Go around the room and tell us what title you have:
Analyst
Business Analyst
Systems Analyst
Business Systems Analysts
Go around the room and tell us who do you report to:
some report to the Business
some report to IT
There were 21 people at this session, including Analysts, Product Owners, and Scrum
Masters. This topic brought about much participation and discussion as people raised
questions and talked about their experiences.
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TOPIC TITLE: Identifying/Measuring Bandwidth

INITIATOR: Daniel Bridges
PARTICIPANTS:
Tyson Baker, Dennis Griffith, Timmayya Jojjavarapu, Justin Hirota, Chris Teeples
DISCUSSIONS HIGHLIGHTS:
Tracking is your friend - if something seems important, track it. How many production issues did
you have? You'll know if you track where issues are discovered and their size.
Sprints are for prediction - avoid adding unpredictable things to them
Ideas for Action/Next Steps:
Track new fields in your software like Jira. Where did bugs get discovered, by who, How many
hours of QA is this ticket, etc. Provide this data to stakeholders/PMs to enable decisions.
Manage external dependencies- make your definition of ready include what you need for
tickets, you aren't ready to work on tickets if something unpredictable is a prerequisite.
Process brings predictability - if you can define a process, you can start predicting things. If you
don't have the control over something, like UAT, maybe it shouldn't be part of your sprint, since
that needs to be predictable.
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TOPIC TITLE: HOW TO SUCCESSFULLY EXECUTE TRAINING FOR GLOBALLY DISTRIBUTED
TEAMS

INITIATOR: KIMBERLY REYNOLDS
PARTICIPANTS:
Wendy Culpepper, Alina Goddard, Karam Labban, Phil Zofra, Rita Oglesby
DISCUSSIONS HIGHLIGHTS:
Different Time Zones and Cultures - have meetings using video and tent cards. For each person
not in the same room have a tent card with all the team members that are not in the same
room. Challenging to find times to meet for several hours across time zones.
2. Challenge to perform SM and PO and team training globally. Some ideas presented were:
Have a coach at each location
Send a coach for the first time and then train someone to assist in training
3. Use different applications to assist in the locations differences. Suggestions were:
Adobe Connect
ZOOM
SOCOCO
4. Need to understand the WHY for going Agile with leadership first. Create the right
environment and have the right people to assist.

IDEAS FOR ACTION/NEXT STEPS:
Have a conversation with leadership asking them to discuss the why for the company and how
it compares to the WHY for going Agile and have them NOT use buzz words.
Need to hire a consulting company to assist
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TOPIC TITLE: KANBAN CANNOT SAVE YOU: OVERCOMING SCRUM ANTIPATTERNS WITHOUT
ABANDONING SCRUM

INITIATOR: Sam Falco

PARTICIPANTS:
Denise Duggan, Jamie Leatherman, Joey deVilla, Abbie Field, Lemont Chambliss, Eileen Cease,
Lynn Flannery, Ed Brunner, Albin Santiago, Charlie Neighbors, Marilyn Brislin, Laisa de Almeida,
Anne Jones, Adam Ulery, Richard Martinez, Tom Clemente, Michael C. McGreevy

DISCUSSION HIGHLIGHTS:
What problems do we see in Scrum that lead teams to say, "Let's do Kanban," and how can we
solve them?
Antipatterns:
Constantly carrying over stories into the next sprint
"We're a service organization, we have to do product support issues the minute they
come in." (Kanban is actually good for this type of problem... if that's really the problem)
Priorities change
Management does not value team focus
Role alignment’s = actual skills
Environments don't match (structural issues)
Team member churn
Team member attrition

IDEAS FOR ACTION/NEXT STEPS:
Correcting Course - addressing the anti-patterns
Continuing education - outsider or internal
Validate whether executives really commit to Scrum
Enforce and respect the Product Owner role
Relaunch the Scrum Team(s)
Listen to your coaches
Don't have a coach? Get one.
Can't get a coach? Get a mentor:
o Local Agile meetups
o Slack Channel - AgileFlorida.slack.com
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Take the Valpak Agile Tour
Read/Understand Agile books and apply the lessons
Pick your battles--don't try to fix everything at once
Find your "why"
Solve your people problems
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TOPIC TITLE: WHY DOES AGILE ADOPTION F.A.I.L. (FIRST ATTEMPT AT LEARNING)

INITIATOR: Dominique McCarthy

PARTICIPANTS:
Serg Ivanov, Dan Crowley, Mike Miller, Daniel Hamilton, Chris Levine, Bill Dean, Daniel
Hirschlein, Eli Berrios, Bernie Manlapig, Oral Ashley, Patrick McClain
DISCUSSION HIGHLIGHTS:
What is everyone's experience with Agile -- where are you in the process of adoption?

- What are the obstacles to adopting agile?
Understanding the agile methodology, not knowing the why of changing to agile
Implementing takes time
Cargo cult agile - building fake notions that the process will fix everything
No commitment -- top down and across other teams (sales sold specific product to be delivered
on specific date)
People use buzzwords / terminology without really understanding them...getting them
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confused-- agile, scrum, kanban
Understanding the why -- want to be more responsive
Too easy to snap back to old ways
Unsure how to handle emergencies
Not understanding the context --- Cynefin ...agile is not the answer for all scenarios
Complicated │Complex
Chaos
│ Simple

IDEAS FOR ACTION/NEXT STEPS:
What are the solutions/ideas for action/next steps
Agile coach or evangelist to continue enterprise education
Create a space for adapting
Failure is ok → First Attempt at Learning...just experiments
Having Sprints/iterations to show work completed and allow opportunity to make changes
Prioritize; respect the sprint -- if something comes in, something needs to come out
Use Visual tools to show stakeholders
Add in spikes, placeholders to allow time for research and production issues
Celebrate successes -- even small ones -- then more teams will want to adopt
Continuously retrospect and learn from the past -- don't 'snap back to old ways' and abandon
all together.
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TOPIC TITLE: HOW TO STAY BUSY IN A SPRINT KEEPING DEVELOPERS ACTIVE AT THE END

INITIATOR: TRACY SELLS

PARTICIPANTS:
Kate Leonardo, Gordon Ridge, Bill Dean, Kevin Krieger, Sarah Baca, Becca Franklin, Stephanie
Raffman, Rita Oglesby, David Aaron, Evy Vicioso, Jason Stanley, Tyson Baker, Tami Volkert,
Sherrie Hanrahan, Gaile Sweeney, Theresa Travis, Kelley Watson

DISCUSSION HIGHLIGHTS:

In the last part of the sprint, where QA is testing the last stories, and developers have idle time,
what should they work on to stay busy?
Below are the ideas from the group:
• Technical Debt
• Breakdown Stores
• Pull Stories from future sprints
• Review Technical Documentation
• Plan for next sprint
• Technical Assessment Stories (Spikes)
• Training / Personal Development
• Cross Training in other areas (Dev / Test)
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Ideas for Action/Next Steps:
Find ways to reduce the size gap
• Smaller Stories
• Have QA and Developers work in tandem (TDD) so everything is done at the same time
Implement a testable API for QA Automation so when everything is done the tests can run and
be completed. This would force the developers and the testers to code against the same API.
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TOPIC TITLE:
HOW DO YOU INCORPORATE BUSINESS TEAM UAT TESTING INTO AGILE DEVELOPMENT
TEAM CYCLES / SPRINTS TO AVOID LATE TESTING AND DEFECTS("WAGILE")?

INITIATOR: SHANNON HAUSEY & SHERRIE HANRAHAN

PARTICIPANTS:
Brian Attuso, Patrick McClain, Knud Hansen, Caurie Waddell, Jody Dattisman-Wagman, Rene
Clayton, Cindy Coventry, Tracey Long, Jakob Andersen, Evy Vicioso, Theresa Travis, Bill Aikens,
Jennifer Maldonado, Amit Bathia, Brad Silverman, Yvette Krayer, Tabatha Bowers, Vanessa
Smith, Laura Boodram, Rita Oglesky, Erik Tandberg, Sheetal Agashe

DISCUSSION HIGHLIGHTS:
Struggle with business not having a UAT test plan. Some business users want to use
UAT test results for UAT. Looking for suggestions on how to bring in business users
earlier for UAT, possibly as part of the sprint.
IDEAS FOR ACTION/NEXT STEPS:
Have collaborative brainstorm session with SME's on both business and IT side to
identify how testing should be conducted, and note differences in QA testing vs. UAT
testing.
Push back on the business with a deadline for UAT completion. Hold them accountable
for timeline, and force them to make decision on priorities if UAT is delayed or there are
other blockers keeping team from finalizing / pushing to production.
Try to do UAT at the same time as QA, iteratively, then the end to end / UAT at the end
will not be as tedious and should result in less defects.
Schedule time with business to review their test plan / test cases for UAT.
Ensure there is end to end integration testing planned.
Keep business and agile team engaged throughout the entire process (not just at kickoff
and project completion).
Use a Cloud to spin up environments for testing. User can deploy to environments
when ready (after content updates / non-dev changes are applied) and will not hold up
systems dev team.
Perform live demos for users, vs. screen shots. Suggest "Science Fair" style where users
can site with QA or Developers for an up close view of the work.
Host demo, per usual, but then schedule one hour after the demo for a working session
/ UAT for real time feedback.
Automate test scripts for UAT when possible.
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Hire or assign a dedicated UAT tester, vs. relying on FTE staff to do it side of desk.
Use Product Owner to UAT at the story level to catch functional issues quickly.
Add a task for UAT to the user story, and assign to business user. Story will not be done
until UAT completed.
Cross train QA and Developers as Users for better understanding of the UAT process.
When there are hold ups to project completion because of UAT / business sign off,
determine cost of delay and share with business owner / sponsors / management to
give a big picture perspective.
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TOPIC TITLE: MEASURING VALUE BEYOND STRAIGHT FIBONACCI

INITIATOR: STEVE SLADOJE

PARTICIPANTS:
Steve Granese, Simon Stankevicius, Lucille Scaglione, David Haight, Brandon Peacock, Jack Cayon, Efrain Perez Jr,
Lani McDaniel, Sarah Urriste, Danielle Hinson, Kevin Krieger

DISCUSSION HIGHLIGHTS:
Add Business Value to Features
Epics are likely too large and would have necessarily large risk in the valuations
PBIs are too granular
Screen Shots from the Flip Charts:
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IDEAS FOR ACTION/NEXT STEPS:
Explore your own factors and create valuation calculations using the ADDITIVE, SUBTRACTIVE
and MULTIPLICATIVE techniques to see what kind of Business Valuations you might uncover.
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TOPIC TITLE: SELF-FORMING TEAMS

INITIATOR: ADAM HSU
PARTICIPANTS:
Adam Hsu, Kate Leonardo, Gordon Ridge, Kevin Tighe, Riccardo Reimers, Tina Duncan, Anitra Pavka, Gaile
Sweeney, Michelle Michael, Jason Stanley, June Fox

DISCUSSION HIGHLIGHTS:

In this session Adam Hsu provided background and insights on what a Team Self-Formatting event is about and
why an organization might consider leveraging it to stimulate a true feeling of change during an organizational
redesign to enable small, co-located cross-functional teams to self-organize around the work.

Key points that were covered at the beginning of the session were:

1. A Team Self-Forming event should be planned months in advance and should not be
done lightly
2. Leaders, teams, and coaches need to be trained and coached before, during and after
the event, which only marks the beginning of a change in the organizational design
3. People are also given the opportunity to "opt-out" ahead of the actual self-formation
event if they feel they do not want to be part of the organizational redesign to create
small, co-located, cross-functional teams
4. Senior leadership must truly support the outcome of the event and not undo decisions
made by the people who self-formed into teams by reassigning people to what they feel
"should be" the teams - this takes as much time needed to coach leadership on
understanding and following through with support
5. Facilitators need to understand that it is not about them and the event is completely
focused on the best outcome of the people in the room who are empowered to form
into the best teams they can to support the product or organization's goals
6. Facilitators also must be comfortable knowing that self-formed teams may not result
from the event due to whatever unforeseen circumstance and allow non-formed teams
at the end of the day
7. Facilitators need to be prepared to deal with emotional and sometimes very tense
situations where the participants are challenged to self-form due to personality
conflicts, different intents, and misunderstandings.
Observing the key points above, the session participants were given the opportunity to learn
how to facilitate a team self-formation event using a simulation. Participants were given the
challenge of self-forming into teams that would support a new restaurant with a very clear
product vision. Using a Cartesian map to help visualize four dimensions of (1) Love (2) Hate (3)
Expert and (4) Novice the participants oriented themselves in the room based on those four dimensions
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regarding each critical skill identified by the group to fulfill the product vision. Finally, the
participants were then facilitated through several rounds of self-formation based on their
personal skills map into cross-functional teams that could meet the goals of the product vision,
and also checking to make sure that those who would be potential team mates are happy about
the configuration.
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IDEAS FOR ACTION/NEXT STEPS:
After learning how to run a team self-formation exercise the participants were encouraged to
run their own simulations in their workplace to experience for themselves how it would feel to
facilitate a team self-formation event. Once they are comfortable with the mechanics of how to
facilitate a team self-formation event, they may choose to begin planning an actual team selfformation event for their own organizational redesign.
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TOPIC TITLE: SCALING AGILE: FIRST STEPS SESSION

INITIATOR: ANITRA PAVKA

PARTICIPANTS:
Charlie Neighbors, Richard Martinez, Matheus Oleiro, Donna Law, Nicole Stewart, Craig
Johnson, Jim Beale, Alina Goddard, Susan Shapiro, Gary Hernon, Tom Clemente, Suzanne
Layman, Rochit Gupta, Kim Reynolds, Brian Attuso, Jason Stanley, Tyson Baker, Prashanth
Prasannathirtha
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TOPIC TITLE: WHAT LIES BENEATH...EXPLORING VULNERABILITY, COURAGE, SHAME AND
BRAVERY FOR OUR TEAMS

INITIATOR: CHRISTY ERBECK
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TOPIC TITLE: MANAGING LARGE NUMBERS OF STAKEHOLDERS AND PRODUCTS WITH A
SMALL TEAM

INITIATOR: CAURIE WADDELL
PARTICIPANTS:
Erik Tandberg, Travis Thompson, Cindy Coventry, Vanessa Smith, Connie Pope, Tami Volkert,
Stephanie Raffman, Sarah Urriste, Christopher Martinez
DISCUSSION HIGHLIGHTS:
How can we manage multiple customers, especially when there is sensitive data?
o Use codewords!
o Invite customers to see backlog and help determine priority
Managing Stakeholders with disparate needs
o Get them talking to one another
IDEAS FOR ACTION/NEXT STEPS:
Internal "Dress Rehearsal" of planning and refinement meetings, then have the "real one"
with stakeholders present
Include agenda in Review meeting invites to encourage attendance
Shorten Reviews in general, keep them higher level
Tag which items in a sprint we intend to demo
Share the attendance list
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TOPIC TITLE: WHEN YOU'RE A CHANGE AGENT, COACHING TRANSFORMATION, HOW DO
YOU RECHARGE YOUR BATTERIES?

INITIATOR: NICOLE TRAVIS

PARTICIPANTS:
Lori Townsend, Cristin Hernandez, Nirakar Saha, Shasidhar Kalahasti, Jason Stanley, Michael
McGreevy, Camille Guy, Ivonne Woodruff, Christopher Martinez
DISCUSSION HIGHLIGHTS:
How to recharge if you're the agile champion/change agent. Phone-a-friend, Meditate, Be
healthy (mind, body, soul). Ask yourself why is this important to me? Be the best Scrum
Master ever. Keep perspective. Identify your "why." Understand who you are and your
characteristics to recharge, introverts unplug and extroverts go out and socialize. Seek
learning, take a class/webinar or read a book. Keeping people motivated. If change is not
possible, what then?

IDEAS FOR ACTION/NEXT STEPS:
6 item checklist to recharge yourself:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Get involved in the Agile community
Treat yourself well
"Reflectrospect"
Take a step back, assess the big picture
Sharpen your saw, add to your toolkit
Consider an exit strategy
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TOPIC TITLE: HELPING STAKEHOLDERS UNDERSTAND ITERATIVE PROCESSES

INITIATOR: SHANI FAILS
PARTICIPANTS:
Steve Sladoje, Chris Levine, Amanda Ippolito, Patrick McClain, Theresa Travis, Violet Nahrold
DISCUSSION HIGHLIGHTS:
Customers are committed to ensuring products are done and perfect, but is there really such a
thing? Life itself is iterative, so how can PO's help stakeholders understand this concept with
projects?
IDEAS FOR ACTION/NEXT STEPS:
Use games (such as penny factory) to demonstrate that big things take time
Embrace change from stakeholders
Introduce releases/agreement on MVPs
IKIWISI = I'll know it when I see it (usually describes how stakeholders feel)
Establish an MOU = memorandum of understanding
Measure lead time or the time it takes to complete project from when it's thought of
until it is in production.
MVP = minimum viable product (establish MVP with stakeholder)
Get support from company leadership
Build a sense of safety among stakeholders from the top down
Get strong support from your scrum master
Find ways to reduce stakeholder anxiety/fear
Deliver constantly - deliver MVPs
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Action at the Newsroom
A full day with many artifacts including a Book of
Proceedings with summaries from all discussion groups;
photos, notes, tweets and lots of learning and memories!
Throughout the day, we post the printed summaries
on the newswall.
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TOPIC TITLE: HOW DO YOU ALLOCATE TIME AND RESOURCES FOR DEVELOPERS… SEE TOPIC
HOW TO STAY BUSY DURING A SPRINT? (COMBINED TOPICS)

INITIATOR: AND TRACY SELLS
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TOPIC TITLE: GOVERNANCE FOR AGILE TEAMS: DEV & NON-DEV (CHOOSING AND
PRIORITIZING PROJECTS

INITIATOR: MARY CHANG

PARTICIPANTS:
Sarah Urriste, Bill Dean, Chris Teeples, Serg Ivanov, Mike Miller, Kevin Tighe, Jennifer Mollitor
DISCUSSION HIGHLIGHTS:
The project prioritization process used to consist of "whoever screams the loudest wins"
Now a Governance committee decides whether something should be approved or not.
o How do we decide something should go to the committee? The goal is to keep as
much out of that as possible
What they did: They went to Gartner and took their 25 questions and narrowed it down
to three, and they weighted each question on a scale of 1-5:
o How risky is it? Is it a risk of NOT implementing or implementing?
o What is the scope? Does it impact only 1 client (1) or all (5)?
o Complexity (based on General complexity, technical complexity, political
complexity)
o The impact point for sending to the committee is a score of 11 or greater, which
is the inflection point that provides high value to a lot of people
o Medium Complexity: It goes to Program level governance
o Low Complexity goes to a team's backlog and the PO prioritizes
They have a weekly concept proposals meeting to go over all proposals.
If a proposal is approved, a business case is created and for highly complex proposal it
goes to investment proposal
Scoring is based on strategic goals and the score is averaged
A detailed paper on prioritization: Prioritization research paper from University of
Wisconsin. It's cumbersome but gives you enough variance and flexibility to prioritize
(suggestion from a participant)
Cutting projects @ a small vertical slice: Make it do ONLY one thing and you're
delivering value at an MVP lvl
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IDEAS FOR ACTION/NEXT STEPS:
If you do nothing else, score the Cost of Delay!
Stakeholders must agree on a set of criteria and prioritization model in order for it to
work
Ask stakeholders to try something for 90 days before they give up on it
The reason to use prioritization is to remove the "vague and fuzzy" so the stakeholders
so the stakeholders can buy into the Prioritization "game" ... everything in the world is
Game Theory based (participant discussion)
Contention between constraints will be taken to the executive level
SAFe: Capability is your organization's capacity to delivery on an opportunity.
Dependencies should be managed @ the PMO/Portfolio level.
End of life technology must also have a weighted score
Time to Value should be considered and prioritized as well
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TOPIC TITLE: CREATIVE RETROSPECTIVES

INITIATOR: SHELLY BISHOP
PARTICIPANTS:
Denise Duggan, Alison Janke, Jennifer Maldonado, Rita Oglesby, Jamie Leatherman, Beth
Galambos, Serg Ivanov, Amanda Serrano, Laura Menendez, Tami Volkert, Matt Warner, Bernie
Manlapig, Bill Somerville, Jody Dattisman-Wagman Abbie Field, Daniel Bridges, Zach Lyons, Erik
Tandberg, Stephanie Raffman

DISCUSSION HIGHLIGHTS:
o Picture of a car
Parachute on the back are the things that slowed us down, driver is for
kudos, bump in the road for what is coming up that might slow us down
Websites
Funretrospectives.com
Tastycupcakes
Pointingpoker
Let team members run the retro, SM run it only if no on volunteers
o To avoid "ditto what he/she said", everyone writes first, then one person reads
what was written
o Tools
Retrium
Sensei
o Bribe with treats (you get a cookie after you give input)
o Use comment box, facilitator pulls from comment box before the retro
o Quarterly agile health surveys to get anonymous pulse of the team
o Take them to a bar!
o Have everyone bring potluck to the next retro
o When retro is over, only commit to one action. Start talking in next retro with
assessment on what was accomplished.
o People quietly draw pictures of their thought of retro, hand in, then discuss
o Themed retros
Halloween "What was the candy this sprint?", "what were the vampires?"
Camping "What were the roses? / Thorns?"
o On one team, 3 new team members joined. In that retro, they did a "speed
dating" for the whole team to get to know each other (ask questions of each
other for a set amount of time, then rotate)
o Add some levity at beginning with funny videos.
o Ask what music the team wants for the next retro and play it
o Alternate neg / pos comments
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o

After a fairly dramatic time, one team made a "positive only" retro, and then just
played a game. Got the team morale back.
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TOPIC TITLE: HOW DO YOU STABILIZE TEAMS IN A HIGHLY CHAOTIC ENTERPRISE
ENVIRONMENT?

INITIATOR: MIKE MILLER
PARTICIPANTS:
Denise Duggan Jamie Leatherman, Amanda Serrano, Elton Nix, Jennifer Maldonado, Swati
Chintana, Daniel Bridges, Tyson Bakes, Vicki Braun, Ed Brunner
DISCUSSION HIGHLIGHTS:
ISOLATE TEAM
Visualize interruptions
Visualize impediments
Sococo
Journal commitment / delivery
Swarming
Distance doesn't help communication
Metadata on trends
Kill sprint
Negotiate things out if you pull stuff in
Slack plug-in (Standuply)
Filter work through PO
Tell PO "no"
Agility Health Radar - survey - integrates with 1
SAFE Team Heath Check
Ideas for Action/Next Steps:
Build trust
Check in with your team
Get team buy-in / involve them in decisions
Cynefin scale
Complicated

|

Complex

Chaos

|

Simple
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TOPIC TITLE: 2:20 WORK AGILE - VENUS

INITIATOR: RITA OGLESBY

PARTICIPANTS:

DISCUSSION HIGHLIGHTS:
Working with Agile and not
Managing product BA team - not PO
Development is Agile
Rita mixed Agile
Jack fill Agile team
Pushback from other departments, get their buy in for inclusion
Started with Kanban, using Scrum
Kanban is multiple sprints
Scrum for enhancements
Kanban for production support
Pitfall totally scrum - emergency updates
Refine/Breakdown stories to fit into a sprint
Requirements for one month
Contract waterfall - tie box requirements
Dev Agile
How do you transform to Agile?
Business requirements should be features
User stories - writing is Agile and requires training
Keep in mind velocity
Conversation between waterfall - requirements and development deliverables
How accurate is velocity and team working together
Using 3 week sprints
2 week sprint - how quick can you deliver
Pushback from departments
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Level of transparency- fearful when moving from waterfall
Have good relationship with resource management
Need Mature process for process
Have to work at it - be open minded and listen
Iterative process
Building trust - guide them to make decisions
Can have waterfall and agile teams in one company
Documentation- don't change
Break into feature
Only include actual new feature in specs. Any general information in template
How long to work toward user stories? 6 months to year
Longest transition - stop thinking linearly
Product should be thinking function not by page - create smaller pieces
Hands on coaching - really helps
Infrastructure and security separate
Cold turkey transformations? - might be easier
Grow - fully agile
Documentation same process - but moving to "done"
SDLC - who needs to sign off
3 refinements before can move into sprint
Steering committee and two more committees before going into sprint
Components, model for what needs to be approved
Work on velocity- product owner needs to understand
Pitfalls
Adding extra work
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TOPIC TITLE: HOW DO YOU INCORPORATE BUSINESS TEAM UAT TESTING INTO

INITIATOR: SHANNON HAUSEY & SHERRIE HANRAHAN
PARTICIPANTS:
Brian Attuso, Patrick McClain, Knud Hansen, Caurie Waddell, Jody Dattisman-Wagman, Rene
Clayton, Cindy Coventry, Tracey Long, Jakob Andersen, Evy Vicioso, Theresa Travis, Bill Aikens,
Jennifer Maldonado, Amit Bathia, Brad Silverman, Yvette Krayer, Tabatha Bowers, Vanessa
Smith, Laura Boodram, Rita Oglesby, Erik Tandberg, Sheetal Agashe
DISCUSSION HIGHLIGHTS:
Struggle with business not having a UAT test plan. Some business users want to use
UAT test results for UAT. Looking for suggestions on how to bring in business users
earlier for UAT, possibly as part of the sprint.
IDEAS FOR ACTION/NEXT STEPS:
Have collaborative brainstorm session with SME's on both business and IT side to
identify how testing should be conducted, and note differences in QA testing vs. UAT
testing.
Push back on the business with a deadline for UAT completion. Hold them accountable
for timeline, and force them to make decision on priorities if UAT is delayed or there are
other blockers keeping team from finalizing / pushing to production.
Try to do UAT at the same time as QA, iteratively, then the end to end / UAT at the end
will not be as tedious and should result in less defects.
Schedule time with business to review their test plan / test cases for UAT.
Ensure there is end to end integration testing planned.
Keep business and agile team engaged throughout the entire process (not just at kickoff
and project completion).
Use a Cloud to spin up environments for testing. User can deploy to environments
when ready (after content updates / non-dev changes are applied) and will not hold up
systems dev team.
Perform live demos for users, vs. screen shots. Suggest "Science Fair" style where users
can site with QA or Developers for an up close view of the work.
Host demo, per usual, but then schedule one hour after the demo for a working session
/ UAT for real time feedback.
Automate test scripts for UAT when possible.
Hire or assign a dedicated UAT tester, vs. relying on FTE staff to do it side of desk.
Use Product Owner to UAT at the story level to catch functional issues quickly.
Add a task for UAT to the user story, and assign to business user. Story will not be done
until UAT completed.
Cross train QA and Developers as Users for better understanding of the UAT process.
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When there are hold ups to project completion because of UAT / business sign off,
determine cost of delay and share with business owner / sponsors / management to
give a big picture perspective.
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Getting Tactile…in action!
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TOPIC TITLE: LIFE AFTER AGILE

INITIATOR: JULEE BELLOMO

PARTICIPANTS:
Lots

DISCUSSION HIGHLIGHTS:
Agile Coaching is not going to be the same in 5 years.
First phase: Frameworks
Second Phase: Scaling Agile
Third Phase: Design Thinking
What are you doing to prepare for the future?
* Moving agile to business side
* Work with Millenials
-Put problems and problem solvers together
-Learn to listen and acknowledge them!
* Put yourself into different positions
* Have the ability to pivot
* Become a change agent - help others to change
* Nourish an agile mindset - embrace new learning models
* Practice lean thinking - train and study for it. Look for it. Incorporate into your life.
* Be creative
* Foster a growth mindset and continual learning
* Be okay with failure
Prepare now to augment your agile world:
* Coaching as a career
* Facilitation as a career
* DevOps as a career
* Training as a career
* Mediation as a career
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It's a whole different world out there! Fields that agile is moving into:
Agile / Law / Real Estate / Marketing
Follow your passion (Maslow's triangle)
Create safety in your life, find your tribe, follow your passion
Prepare now with service work, volunteering, be on a board
• Continual Learning + Opportunity = A Life after Agile
What are you thinking about after Agile?
AI (West World)
Millennial running the world
Embrace Global Warming
True Virtual Agile Coach
Agile Genetics
o Inject Agile principles into a person's DNA
o Nurture vs. Nature
BOTs (clone development teams)
Agile is a higher level programming language
o So many languages are lower level that rolls up to a new higher level
No UI
o Amazon Echo with RasberryPi
o Glass technology
o Speaking face to face with virtual device
Connect with your mind
o Watson interface with your brain
No more waiting! (Millennials)
EQ (Emotional Intelligence)
o Are we going to have more isolation?
o Will there be a time when we don't talk to people?
o Will you seek people who agree with you because so easy to find them and then
ignore disagreement?
Is your best friend going to be a computer?
Maybe technology will pick up all of our work and people will not have to work and
therefore will have more time for personal time, relationships and more social
interaction. This would be a complete full cycle turn back to a more social society.
Eldercare
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Put a chip in your body to administer medication
Identify diseases and cure before you
know them
Older aged people population explodes
When does our smart phone go away?
o Will we have a smartphone in our head?
o Lens in our eye
Future of security
o Look at 500 elements of you with biometrics (how you turn your head) behavioral DNA
o
o
o
o

o
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Initiators and Notetakers
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TOPIC TITLE: LIFE AFTER AGILE?

INITIATOR: LEON SARBARSKY ; NOTE TAKER: SALENA VITKOVIC
PARTICIPANTS:
Rene, Travis, Susan, Jeff, Jill, Leon, Bryan, Ed, Mark, Farrah, Stephanie

DISCUSSION HIGHLIGHTS:
What will Agile coaches look like? Constantly Teaching
AI
Embrace Global Warming - Tech Opportunity
VR Agile Coach
Cognitive Computing - Developers
Bots - Deep Learning
Agile Genetics - (DNA)
Higher Programming Languages - There are 13 languages in the tech stack and to do this
you have to go through this and to get to this you are required to do this...
Will languages be fighting it out? Go, Swift...
NO UI - Amazon Echo, Alexa, Google, Siri, Raspberry Pi
o UI Moving to glass technology - ex. Teleprescence
Loyal to Service and not a company
Watson - IBM Controls your mind
Robotic Development - speak natural development
Would you put a chip in your head? Does it depend on what it can do for you? Would
you be willing to be a BETA for the greater good?
In a society of instant gratification Emotional Quotient/Intelligence value will go up. The
ability to demonstrate self-control will be a differentiator
Elder Care - Would be a hot market as people live longer, the technology/health care
business value will be tremendous
Other possibility - will society/humanity take a step back and back off technology and
move to more human interactions, because as we are freed up from day to day chores,
higher order thinking will prevail and the drive for understanding and relationships will
be the highest priority.
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TOPIC TITLE: HOW TO MEASURE PROGRESS & STAY TRUE TO AGILE

INITIATOR: MONICA HERNANDEZ
PARTICIPANTS:
Stephanie Raffman, Tabatha Bowers, Jamie Fulmino, Beth Galambos, Kelley Watson
Lani McDaniel, David V Corbin
DISCUSSION HIGHLIGHTS:
Ideas for other metrics to measure include...
1. Technical health - not just technical debt
2. Planned to done ratio
3. Business value of done features
1. Scaled agile/SAFE
2. Have a business lead or chief PO assign a business value to Features/Epics across
all teams
3. Sync point for prioritization
4. Adoption
5. Ask vs release cycle time - Dev Ops
6. Team motivation and happiness
Demos/Review - Stakeholder Participation
Execs/key stakeholders can't always attend every 2 weeks. Push for them to attend
every few Reviews. They will see the value and make time more often.
Don't blame them for not attending and then not having information about your team's
progress. Instead, offer to help them understand your team's progress so that they do
not get defensive.
Educate the Business
Business will want a project plan/% complete timeline
Focus their attention on the right (other) numbers instead
Train your HiPPO (highest paid person's opinion)
Caution: Do not compare teams!
It's not apples to apples
If necessary, aggregate numbers and report together, so as not to put any one team on
the spot
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This is what Engagement looks like…
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TOPIC TITLE: AGILE METRICS - LIGHT WEIGHT AND RELEVANT

INITIATOR: PRASHANTH PRASANNATHIRTHA
PARTICIPANTS:
Kevin Krieger, Suzanne Layman
DISCUSSION HIGHLIGHTS:

What metrics are easy to produce and valuable to key stakeholders?
story points per sprint - this helps product owner to understand capacity of team and
helps in future planning
Number of support hours spent by the team - This helps to understand the average time
spent by team for support activities and provides inputs for sprint planning
number of releases per time period - this shows how quickly team can release features
to production
sprint burn down charts - helps team to understand their progress. Not for management
reporting
release burn up charts - in case of projects, this kind of chart shows the progress at end
of each sprint. Helps to understand the overall health.
Additional discussion points
comparing velocity across teams is not needed as velocity is specific to a team.
defects in non-prod environment is not relevant to end user
if you have long running teams, the is better awareness of team's capacity and better
trust between PO and teams. This will eliminate need for lot of metrics.
automation helps you to improve predictability and reduces manual metrics
some of the tools generates reports automatically
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TOPIC TITLE: DO WE NEED ESTIMATES? #NOESTIMATES

INITIATOR: BETH GALAMBOS, PO, HEALTHESYSTEMS
PARTICIPANTS:
Ryan Dorrell, Isa Velez, Marilyn Brislin, Kate Leonardo, Bill Somerville, Sherrie Hanrahan, Patrick
McClain, Liliana Talice, Prachi Jain, Gordon Ridge, Riccardo Reimers, Ruchir Shah, Linda Cook,
Bashanth Prasannathiotha
DISCUSSION HIGHLIGHTS:
High/medium/low confidence on estimates
o Seen by business as 'scientific'
Minimal business increment (MBI)
o What MUST go out the door to be value to the user
Why even bother with estimating?
o Dev teams debating point values
o Teams may overestimate if there is a penalty for being 'wrong' in their estimates
o They have to learn, especially if coming from a waterfall environment
Fixed vs variable outcome deliveries
o Fixed - more time estimating
o Variable - less valuable estimating
Larger efforts not focusing on risk and project management, but should
Customer education is important because some think that it's about 'more and faster'
o What it's really about is eliminating waste
Who gets involved with estimating?
o Whole team, part of team?
o High level - representatives of the team
o Detailed - the whole team
Retrospecting on stories' estimates
o How did we do on that estimate now that the work is done?
IDEAS FOR ACTION/NEXT STEPS:
Anchor stories - bring a 3 pointer and 5 pointer to refinement/planning and point all
stories compared in size to the anchor stories
Kanban - try using a mean or average point value for every story. Do this if you have
data to support it.
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TOPIC TITLE: MANAGEMENT IN AGILE

INITIATOR: CHRISTY ERBECK & WENDY VIGRE
PARTICIPANTS:
Adam Ulery, Sam Falco, Brad Silverman, Cristina Lirano, Marcia Frash, Amit Bathia, Laurie
Halloway, Steven Granegl, Amanda Serrano, Sarah Baca, Tracy Sells, Prashanth Prasannathirtha,
Swati, Chintada, Barrack Obama, Eric Casas, Lisa Heydet

DISCUSSION HIGHLIGHTS:
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TOPIC TITLE: MEASUREMENTS FOR HEALTH OR QUALITY

INITIATOR: FARRAH MILLER
PARTICIPANTS:
Laura Menendez, Tami Volkert, Ivan Vasquez, Chip Caddell, Liliana Talice, Kelley Watson,
Stephanie Ruffman, Jennifer Mollitor, Vicki Braun, Jim Beale, Cheri Cross, Marcos Garrish?,
Prashanth Prasannathirtha, Elton Nix, Nicole Stuart, Donna Law, Susan Shapiro, Craig Johnson,
Travis ?, Rochit Gupta, Bill Somerville, Amanda Serrano, Tracy Sells
DISCUSSION HIGHLIGHTS:
What measurements do you use for health or quality or growth beyond velocity, cycle time
(typical Scrum/Kanban metrics)?

2 images – the other images did not show up?
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A VERY SPECIAL THANK YOU
TO OUR SPONSORS
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Behind the Scenes…what a wonderful Team!
A special thank you to ALL the volunteers who contributed to making
Agile Open Florida 2017 such an amazing success!

Planning Committee
Mark Kilby, Sonatype
Ryan Dorrell, AgileThought
Stephanie Davis, Valpak
Anjali Leon, Pragmatic Project Leadership
Colleen Esposito, Agile Turnaround

Cast of Volunteers
Sheetal Agashe, Creative Drive
Eric Casas, UniFlux / Karas-Wilders
David Corbin, Dynamic Concepts Development
Julie Kreeger
Jennifer Mollitor, CreativeDrive
Matheus Oleiro
Alejandra Rodriguez, Adventist Health System
Kim Scribner, Empirical
Gaile Sweeney, HealthKOS
Isa Velez, Office Depot
Phil Zofrea, AgileFellow
Ariana Leon

Photography
Chris Groner, Agile Thought
Ed Martin, myMatrixx

Newsroom & Videography
Eric Weaver, Stars USA Inc.

Open Space Facilitator
Suzanne Daigle, NuFocus Strategic Group
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Purple
Purple Shirts
Shirts == Volunteering
Volunteering at
at its
its Best
Best
Servant
Servant Leadership
Leadership
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LIST OF ATTENDEES
FIRST NAME
Abbie
Adam
Adam
Albin
Albin
Alejandra
Alina
Alison
Amanda
Amanda
Amit
Anitra
Anjali
Anne
Ariana
Bashanth
Becca
Becky
Bennis
Bernie
Beth
Bill
Bill
Bill
Brad
Brandon
Brian
Camille
Carolyn
Caurie
Charlie
Chase
Chip
Chris
Chris
Chris
Chris

LAST NAME
Field
Ulery
Hsu
Santiago
Santiago
Rodriguez
Goddard
Janke
Serrano
Ippolito
Bathia
Pavka
Leon
Jones
Leon
Prasannathiotha
Franklin
Hartman
Griffith
Manlapig
Galambos
Somerville
Aikens
Dean
Silverman
Peacock
Attuso
Guy
Haack
Waddell
Neighbors
Holland
Caddell
Grunsten
Teeples
Groner
Martinez

COMPANY
HSN
AgileThought
JPMorgan Chase
myMatrixx
Adventist Health System
Wolters Kluwer
ConnectWise
Grow Financial FCU
USF IT
Tata Consultancy Services
Malwarebytes
Pragmatic Project Leadership, LLC
University of South Florida IT

USF IT
AgileThought
Grow Financial FCU
Healthesystems
Grow Financial FCU
University of South Florida IT
VaxCare
Ashley Furniture
Grow Financial FCU
New York Life
N/A
Allstate
University of South Florida IT
Grow Financial FCU
Grow Financial FCU
University of South Florida IT
AgileThought
University of South Florida IT
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FIRST NAME
Chris
Christina
Cindy
Colleen
Connie
Craig
Cristin
Cristina
Dan
Daniel
Daniel
Daniel
Danielle
David
David
David
Denise
Dennis
Dominique
Donna
Dottye
Doug
Ed
Edward
Efrain
Eileen
Eli
Elton
Eric
Eric
Erik
Evy
Farrah
Gaile
Gary
Gordon
Heidi
Isamar
Isa
Ivan
Ivonne

LAST NAME
Levine
Levine
Coventry
Esposito
Pope
Johnson
Hernandez
Lirano
Crowley
Hirschlein
Hamilton
Bridges
Hinson
Haight
Hall
Corbin
Duggan
Griffith
McCarthy
Law
Stewart
Almeida
Martin
Brunner
Perez Jr
Cease
Berrios
Nix
Casas
Weaver
Tandberg
Vicioso
Miller
Sweeney
Hernon
Ridge
Bush
Velez
Velez
Vasquez
Woodruff

COMPANY
Simply Axiom
Adventist Health System
Agile Turnaround
University of South Florida IT
PSCU

ConnectWise
Grow Financial FCU
Grow Financial FCU
VaxCare
Kforce
Grow Financial FCU
PharMerica
Dynamic Concepts Development Corp.
Thomson Reuters
University of South Florida IT
Simply Axiom
PSCU
Pharmerica
Grow Financial FCU
myMatrixx
IBM
Valpak
Grow Financial FCU
VaxCare
UniFlux / Karas-Wilders
USF IT
Publix
New York Life
HEALTHKOS, LLC
University of South Florida IT
Wolters Kluwer
Tribridge
Office Depot
USF IT
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FIRST NAME

LAST NAME

COMPANY

Jack
Jakob
Jamie
Jamie
Jane
Jared
Jason
Jennifer
Jennifer

Cayon
Andersen
Fulmino
Leatherman
Fox
Porcenaluk
Stanley
Maldonado
Mollitor

Grow Financial FCU
New York Life
Healthesystems
Healthesystems
TCS
Nebbia Technology
VaxCare
Healthesystems
CreativeDrive

Jesse

Fewell

Jesse Fewell

Jill
Jim
Jody
Joey
Jonathan
Julee

Wilson
Beale
Dattisman-Wagman
deVilla
Ebert
Bellomo

.
Valpak
Sourcetoad
Tata Consultancy Services
AgileThought

Julie

Kreeger

June
Justin
Karam
Kate
Kelley
Kevin

Fox
Hirota
Labban
Leonardo
Watson
Krieger

Kevin
Kimberly
Kimberly
Knud
Laisa
Lani
Laura
Laura
Lauren
Lemont

Tighe
Scribner
Reynolds
Hansen
de Almeida
Finney-McDaniel
Menendez
Boodram
Reid
Chambliss

VaxCare
Agile International, LLC
Wolters Kluwer
Healthesystems
Valpak
Looking for a Great Company to work
for
Empirical Agile
Ashley Global Retail
PODS
Citibank
Healthesystems
Grow Financial FCU
FatTail
USF IT
Nextech

Leon

Sabarsky

Healthy Agile

Liliana
Linda
Lori
Lucille
Lynn
Marcia

Talice
Cook
Townsend
Scaglione
Flannery
Frash

Tata Consultancy Services
Project Cooks, LLC

Valpak
Bloomin' Brands
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FIRST NAME

LAST NAME

COMPANY

Marilyn
Mark
Mark
Mary
Matheus
Matt
Matt
Michael
Michael
Michelle

Brislin
Cruz
Kilby
Chang
Oleiro
Warner
Warner
McGreevy
Miller
Michael

University of South Florida IT
AgileThought
Sonatype
University of South Florida IT
N/A
USF IT

Monica

Hernandez

MAS Global Consulting

Nicole
Nicole
Nirakar
Oral
Patrick
Philip
Prachi
Prashanth
Rene
Riccardo
Richard
Rita
Rochit Kumar
Ruchir
Ryan
Salena
Sam
Sarah
Sarah
Serhiy
Shani
Shannon
Shasidhar
Sheetal
Shelly
Sherrie
Simon
Stephanie
Stephanie
Steve

Stuart
Travis
Saha
Ashley
McClain
Zofrea
Jain
Prasannathirtha
Clayton
Reimers
Martinez
Oglesby
Gupta
Shah
Dorrell
Vitkovic
Falco
Urriste
Baca
Ivanov
Fails
Hausey
Kalahasti
Agashe
Bishop
Hanrahan
Stankevicius
Raffman
Davis
Sladoje

PSCU

Grow Financial
Ashley Furniture
ESI

C8 Media Solutions Ltd
USF IT
AgileFellow
Tata Consultancy Services
TCS
PSCU
Tata
Allstate
Liberty IT Solutions
Cognizant Technology Solutions
Tata Consultancy Services
AgileThought
New York Life
Healthesystems
Express Scripts
Geographic Solutions
University of South Florida IT
New York Life
Creative Drive
Federal Reserve Bank
New York Life
Tata Consultancy Services
Healthesystems
Valpak
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FIRST NAME
Susan
Suzanne
Suzanne
Swati
Tabatha
Tami
Theresa
Thomas
Thomas
Timmayya
Tina
Tina
Tracey
Tracy
Travis
Tyson
Vanessa
Violet
Wendy
Wendy
Yvette
Zach

LAST NAME
Shapiro
Daigle
Layman
Chintada
Bowers
Volkert
Travis
Clemente
Banea
Jojjavarapu
Misser
Duncan
Long
Sells
Thompson
Baker
Smith
Nahrwold
Vigre
Culpepper
Krayer
Lyons

COMPANY
PSCU
NuFocus Strategic Group
Malwarebytes
Tata Consultancy Services
Healthesystems
Grow Financial FCU
Grow Financial FCU
DTCC
University of South Florida IT
Tata Consultancy Services
Grow Financial FCU
TCS
Wolterskluwer
USF IT
VaxCare
Adventist Health System
University of South Florida IT
Agile Thought
Kobie Marketing
Wolters Kluwer
VaxCare
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Open Space Technology
Not your Typical Meeting
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What exactly is

Open Space Technology?
Open Space is a different
method for holding meetings
and conferences that creates
the conditions for dynamic and
action-oriented conversations.
It is a powerful way of bringing
diverse people together to
search for creative solutions to
important and sometimes
complex issues. No speakers,
no panel discussions and no
power point presentations.
Open Space provides just the
right amount of structure for
participants to self-organize.
People unite around a common
theme, post their own topics
and in a matter of minutes,
discussion groups form

and dynamic conversations
get underway. Passion and
responsibility have a place
to emerge. Individuals and
groups tap into their own
leadership leading to new
ideas and possibilities
which drive action and
transformation. Everything
gets documented at the
event in real time.

Starts with everyone sitting in a circle or concentric circles

Topics & agenda created on-site

Multiple simultaneous sessions

How it all began...
Open Space was created
more than 25 years ago by
Harrison Owen in response
to something he noticed at
conferences: people seemed
most energized and engaged
during coffee breaks. He
decided to create a meeting
format that would look and
feel like “one long coffee
break”. Amazingly, what
people discovered is that a lot
gets done during Open Space
events when people are

Everything documented immediately

Possible applications for Open Space
discussing real issues
that they care about
and where they feel they
can have an impact.
Open Space has been
used in meetings with
groups from 5 to 2500
people, with profit and
non-profit organizations,
in government, in science,
in education, with
community groups and
in a host of other sectors
all over the world.

OPEN SPACE TECHNOLOGY

Just imagine if...
W

W

.

N

U

F

O

C

s Business Meetings

s Conferences and Workshops

s Retreats and Summits

s Public and Community Events

s Special Sector Events

s Technical/Scientific Symposiums s Labor/Management Meetings
s Customer/Vendor Consultations
s Department or Cross-Functional Gatherings

Typical events:
½ day | Full day | 2 to 2½ days (preferred)

Your conference
tapped into the
wisdom of everyone
in the room!
W

s Strategic Planning Sessions

Check out these
resources

How to contact

to find out more
about Open Space
Technology:

Suzanne Daigle

s www.openspaceworld.com
s www.openspaceworld.org

E s.daigle@nufocusgroup.com
T 941 359-8877 (Florida office)
C 203 722-2009

s www.openspaceworld.org/oslist

www.nufocusgroup

Suzanne:

Business Consultant &
Open Space Facilitator
7159 Victoria Circle
University ark, FL

@Daigle

or contact Suzanne Daigle

SuzanneDaigle
suzanne.daigle4

U

S

G

R

O

U

P

. C O M

.com/sdaigle

Interested in knowing more about Open Space, where and how it could
be used in your organization, feel free to contact me…

Suzanne Daigle

Business Strategist & Open Space Facilitator
NuFocus Strategic Group
Past President & Emeritus Member, Open Space Institute US
203-722-2009
s.daigle@nufocusgroup.com

KEEPING THE SPIRIT ALIVE…
UNTIL YEAR FIVE

SEE YOU IN 2018

